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ABSTRACT
Among the various contenders for VLSI lithography below 0.1 pm, 
proximity x-ray printing is the most promising one and has been investigated 
for many years. It will require overlay accuracy far below 100 nm, 3a, typical 
of today’s systems. In addition, it should use wafer marks that permit planar 
resist flow, so their apparent position is not distorted.
r a n  n Im oni* r7A«o r-\lnfnvv c  xiavc uCm uiiauaicu ail alignment, 3 j3 iem  u iai a  iineai /iUiit jjiate
on the mask to focus laser light into a line on the wafer. The wafer mark is the 
boundary between two adjacent fine pitch gratings. These gratings diffract the 
light into photodiodes. The gratings either differ slightly in pitch, or by 180° in 
phase. This configuration minimizes the disturbance to the resist as it flows 
over the alignment mark.
In the case of gratings with slightly different pitch, the light from each 
grating is detected by one half of a split photodiode. This arrangement has 
good sensitivity and a very wide capture range. The phase shift gratings have 
reduced capture range, but enhanced sensitivity, because of the improved 
resolution from the phase shift. We observe that the FWHM of the alignment 
signal is 0.6 pm when the FWHM of the focused laser line is 1.0 pm.
By collecting all of the light focused by the zone plate and diffracted by 
the gratings we obtain strong alignment signals with signal to noise ratio of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
more than 1000:1. We routinely obtain repeatability in a bench setup equivalent 
to less than 7 A, 3a. This alignment technique is currently undergoing 
installation in the CAMD x-ray exposure tool.
x
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
1.1. General Introduction
The bottleneck in achieving smaller feature sizes in microfabrication 
technology has always been lithography. The leading role of photolithography 
in integrated circuit mass production has never been challenged. Indeed, its 
progress has been remarkable. On average, every two to three years 
photolithography technology has been able to provide a fourfold higher 
integration level in the mass production of dynamic random access memory 
(DRAM) devices[1J[2]. For every new generation of DRAMs, the minimum 
feature size is 30% less than that of the last one and the chip area is about 60% 
larger. Currently, industry produces 64Mbit DRAMs. The preferred 
lithographic tool is the I-line (365 nm) stepper which produces feature sizes 
down to at least 0.5 pm. It is logical to predict that the next generation of 
DRAMs, 256Mbit, will require 0.35 pm feature sizes.
Is photolithography still capable of handling such small values of feature 
sizes while maintaining relatively tolerant process latitude? If not, what will be 
the future lithographic tools in mass production? We have come to a time when 
these crucial questions must be answered so that individual semiconductor 
companies in industry can make reasonable choices in order to survive their 
competition.
1
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2As it has always been, these choices are dictated by a generalization of 
Rayleigh’s criteria:
Resolution=k1 (1)
NA.
D.O.F.=k2
N A .2
(2)
where D.O.F. represents depth of focus, N.A. is the numerical aperture of the 
optical system, X  is the wavelength of the light source, and k, and k2 are 
process related parameters.
It is apparent that the resolution is directly proportional to the square root 
of the depth of focus, provided that the wavelength of the illumination is not 
changed. Conventionally, if we improve the resolution, the depth of focus will 
suffer and therefore, the process latitude will get worse. For example, assuming 
K, = K2 = 0.5, and N.A. equals 0.4 and X  is 365 nm, the resolution will be 0.47 
pm while the depth of the focus will be approximately 1.1 pm. It is very 
desirable in DRAM processing to have the depth of focus greater than 1.2 pm. 
Thus, it is difficult to maintain a useful depth of focus while pursuing smaller 
feature sizes. Many interesting ideas have been suggested, such as reducing the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
wavelength, i.e., using new light sources, increasing the N.A. for resolution only 
with existing sources, adopting novel designs of light sources such as annular 
illumination, and exposure procedures, or designing new masks in which phase 
shift effects play a role in the pattern transfer.
Let us examine the choices. As we go to shorter, deep ultra-violet(DUV), 
wavelengths, it is increasingly hard to find suitable materials for lenses. Very 
few optical materials have the appropriate large band gap to accomondate 248.4 
nm or 193 nm DUV light with such photon energies as high as 5.0 eV or 6.4 
eV. Other issues such as the lens lifetime, homogeneity of lens material, and 
lens material defect density131 still have not been fully resolved, notwithstanding 
the fact that it is already very expensive to make lenses for 248.4 nm or 193 nm 
wavelength light sources141. The light sources also present problems since it is 
necessary to control the bandwidth so that it will not contribute to the lens 
chromatic aberration151.
If we elect to increase the N.A., it will be at the expense of a smaller 
depth of focus. As a result multiple layers of resist363,373,383 or surface imaging393 
may have to be used. Typically bilayer resist has a relatively thick DUV resist 
or other organic planarizing layer as the base and a thin uniform layer on top 
as the imaging resist. First, the stepper exposes the top thin layer to transfer the 
image from a mask. Then a DUV blanket illumination or RIE(reactive ion 
etch) uses this developed top layer, called a portable conformable mask(PCM),
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4as the "mask" to expose or etch the second layer. The good thing about this 
process is that it planarizes the surface of the wafers, minimizing the lens depth 
of focus problem. Unfortunately, for some material combinations the top layer 
may mix with the planarization layer. Trilevel resist overcomes this problem. 
The concept of this process is to apply a planarization thick organic layer first 
on the substrate followed by a barrier layer. On top of this second layer is the 
imaging thin layer. The second layer provides the PCM function as in the 
bilayer resist. In addition it acts as an etch stop. Among various surface 
imaging resists, the diffusion enhanced silylated resist (DESIRE) process is the 
most popular one. The DESIRE process uses a single layer of resist with the 
addition of a silylation process to transfer the image formed at the surface 
through the thickness of the resist. Unfortunately, each additional process 
introduces defects and lowers the yield[10].
A new design of the light source called oblique incidence illumination1111 
has been investigated. The principle of this design is simple. It uses either a 
ring-like or fourfold symmetry(light comes from the four sides) light source to 
provide the illumination so that all the photons entering the exposure system 
come from an angle that corresponds to slightly less than the numerical aperture 
of the projection lens. Theoretically the resolving power of this system is 
almost twice that of a conventional illumination system. In addition, the depth 
of focus is larger. Experimentally, a 1.6 times improvement in the resolution
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5over a conventional system has been shown1111. Although the intensity is 
reduced, the process is attractive since it introduces minimal disturbance to the 
exposure process.
A novel exposure procedure called FLEX ( focus latitude enhancement 
exposure) has been shown to improve the depth of focus[12] . Instead of one 
exposure at sharp focus as in the conventional technology, this new method uses 
three exposures with one at focus and the other two out of focus in opposite 
directions. By superposing the three exposures FLEX provides better depth of 
focus at virtually the same resolution as exposures at sharp focus. However, 
this method is sensitive to the pattern topology and may degrade the contrast.
Recent efforts have improved resolution and depth of focus with phase 
shift masks. Phase shift masks1131 use existing steppers to enhance the fine line 
contrast by introducing destructive interferences at the feature edges. 
Unfortunately, this complicates mask production since extra steps are required 
to make shift layers1141, to align the different layers with respect to each other, 
to reduce the minimum address size, to inspect them in three dimensions with 
nanometer precision1151, and to repair the defects in these layers with the same 
level of efficiency as that of non-phase shift masks. However, a "leaky" phase 
shift mask may avoid some of these problems. The idea is to replace the opaque 
chrome with an almost transparent, leaky, layer before the pattern layer is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6applied. The leaky layer, which may be in part very thin chrome, provides the 
phase shift effect. Phase shift masks are not yet in high level production.
With all these intensive efforts, it has been predicted1161 that 
photolithography will deliver 0.25 pm minimum feature size chips. This means 
more processing steps, lower throughput, lower yield, and consequently higher 
cost. The limiting resolution with a Markle-Dyson lens and DUV lithography 
has been reported as low as 0.12 um[17]. But the difficulties continue to mount 
as the resolution is forced lower and lower.
A totally different exposure approach uses electron beam lithography. 
Most conventional photomasks are produced with this approach. However, the 
inherent problem of exposing only a few pixels at a time prohibits its use for 
mass production. There is a small effort to increase the throughput with 
multiple focused electron beams. Historically many approaches have been used 
to solve this problem. Research workers1181 at AT&T Bell Labs and Jones and 
Jones of North Carolina proposed an elongated source of charged particles to 
form multiple focused beams in a linear array for direct writing applications. 
A projection electron-beam technique called SCALPEL1191, is under investigation 
at AT&T Bell Labs. Instead of single beam direct writing, it uses an electron 
mask analogous to an ordinary mask for photolithography. However, the 
absorber on the mask is used to scatter the electrons so that they will not enter 
the lens, while the "transparent" part allows the electrons to go through with
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
minimal disturbance. This technique is still in the experimental stage. Thus, 
electron-beam lithography has a long way to go before it is ready for mass 
production.
Another choice is x-ray lithography, which utilizes much shorter 
wavelengths than UV or DUV lithography. This technique was demonstrated 
for the first time at MIT[201. There are two ways to do x-ray exposures: x-ray 
projection printing and x-ray proximity printing. Research workers have 
demonstrated 0.05 pm lines and spaces with synchrotron based soft x-ray(now 
called "EUV") projection printing1211. They used a Schwarzschild objective lens 
with an x-ray wavelength of about 13 nm. Multilayer coatings have to be used 
to increase the x-ray reflection for the lens and the mask. Because this is a 
reduction system, it eases the requirement on the reticles as compared with the 
masks for lx  exposure in a certain sense. But it is very difficult to have 
multilayer coatings, Mb/Si, on large areas while keeping it diffraction limited 
at the Angstrom level. The engineering aspects of the EUV lithography, such 
as metrology, alignment, etc., are beyond the present state of the art. There are 
major efforts to deal with these problems1221,1231. This system is impractical at 
present because the field size is limited to about 0.4 mm for 0.1 pm design 
rules1241. At least a centimeter-size exposure field is required for useful 
lithography. However, substantial progress in the lens design has been made, 
including scanning systems with centimeter iong field widths.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
In addition to projection printing, x-ray proximity printing has also been 
considered. Bell Labs has committed part of its x-ray research efforts to point 
source based x-ray proximity printing1251. They use a 14 A x-ray source. 
Although they claim that the throughput is limited by the alignment procedure 
and the control software, which we take very seriously, we believe that the 
runout, an inherent problem of a point source which emits divergent x-rays, will 
limit the obtainable overlay and the field sizes. Hence, an effort has been made 
to develop a lens to collimate the x-ray beam. The lens, known as a Kumakhov 
lens, has been investigated at Bell Labs, Hampshire Instruments, Naval Research 
Lab, etc. The problems1261 the lens has now are the intensity uniformity of the 
illuminating field it is able to provide and the fabrication difficulty of this kind 
of polycapillary structure. The point source x-ray proximity program will 
probably not attract widespread industry attention unless this lens research is 
successful.
The last but most promising choice is synchrotron based x-ray proximity 
printing. Since the beam is collimated with at most a few milliradians of 
divergence, it has no "runout" problem. The rule of thumb for resolution in 
proximity printing is:
\  (3)
Resolution=(kkg)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9where k is a constant close to one, A is the wavelength, and g is the mask-wafer 
gap1271. Therefore, for 10 A x-rays and a gap less than 10 pm, we can achieve 
0.1 pm resolution.
Although there have been concerns that the secondary electron blur 
generated by the x-rays would dominate when the feature size was less than 
0.25 pm, recent results have shown that the secondary electron effect is 
negligible[28],[29]. The work reported in [28], [29] have shown that for all 
energies of interest to x-ray lithography the effective range of the electrons is 
much smaller than the Gran range. The authors also conclude that diffraction 
is the predominant factor in deciding resolution. On the other hand, there had 
been doubts that because of the coherence of synchrotron radiation complex 
diffraction effects, x-ray proximity printing would not deliver 0.1 pm[30] 
minimum feature sizes when the gap was under 10 pm. However, other 
Tesearch— workers have— studied—this issue both theoretically anti 
experimentally[31],[32]. They concluded that there are large exposure latitude and 
depth of focus for 0.1 pm minimum feature sizes. IBM has demonstrated that 
feature sizes down to 0.25 pm can be made in mass production1331. Studies 
show that x-ray lithography, especially synchrotron based proximity printing, is 
cost-effective compared to other ways of printing(Figure I.l)[34].
In real terms, the minimum cost of x-ray lithography is at least 20 
million dollars needed for a synchrotron radiation storage ring, 1 million dollars
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. LI. Projected operating cost of advanced optical, advanced optical with 
phase shift mask, x-ray, and e-beam lithography obtained utilizing the model 
developed by R. Van Pesky from Sematech.
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per beam line, 5 million dollars per commercial stepper, and $ 1,500/ft2 for 
cleanroom space. If the ring is shared by several steppers, then the cost is 
comparable to that of future DUV steppers for 0.25 pm feature size. The 
projected total cost for a fabrication line is about $1.3 billion[35].
Because of the energy level of synchrotron x-rays, 1 keV to 2 keV, the 
radiation may cause damage to the devices. In MOS devices, where the 
principle concern is the gate oxide quality, x-rays will create additional interface 
states, neutral oxide traps, and positively charged oxide traps[36],[37]. It is well 
known[38],C391,[401 that by annealing the devices in forming gas after the radiation 
the damage will be reduced to a harmless degree, i.e., to no significant change 
in the threshold voltage and gate-induced drain leakage current. So far this is 
not a serious problem.
An intensive effort has been made for many years in mask fabrication, 
inspection, repair, and material related problems since the nature of proximity 
printing requires one to one imaging which demands strict conditions on mask 
quality. However, phase shift mask problems seem to be at least as serious for 
projection optical photolithography.
An effective x-ray mask should have a low Z material for the membrane 
so that x-rays have a high transmission. It also requires a high Z material 
deposited on it to define the patterns, in order to obtain a high absorption rate 
for x-rays in the patterned areas. At present silicon is the most widely used
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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membrane material since silicon not only has a relatively high x-ray 
transmission but also has other characteristics to satisfy, thermal, mechanical, 
lifetime, and other mask requirements. Gold is often used as the high Z 
absorber. There are continuing concerns that gold patterns on the mask pose a 
threat to the devices on the wafers since gold atoms could provide deep 
donor/acceptor levels which would severely change the electronic properties of 
the devices. Tungsten has emerged as a viable replacement for gold1411. x-ray 
masks are usually patterned with an electron beam. Gold is electro-plated on 
to the membrane. Electron beam patterning technology has been improved 
significantly and 0.075 pm features have been patterned at the IBM x-ray mask 
shopC42]. Research1431 also shows that leaky phase shift x-ray masks can be 
produced with the gold absorber thickness optimized at 0.35 pm so that the 
aspect ratio(the feature height to the feature width) will be lower to allow 
greater process latitude in making the mask, as well as in the exposed x-ray 
resist.
A program1441 has been underway to construct an e-beam writer for 0.1 
pm minimum feature size x-ray masks. IBM1451 has recently produced the first 
defect-free x-ray mask. It is reported1461 that 0.25 pm proximity print x-ray 
masks have been inspected and repaired to industry specification. IBM format 
x-ray masks are available for about $10,000 to $20,000 from mask shops though 
they are not defect-free. The cost is about ten times that of photomasks.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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However, the biggest hurdle for x-ray lithography is not the technology 
itself but the in house investment in optical lithography. It is short term less 
risky and more cost efficient for the establishment to improve photolithography 
than to invest in a new technology. But eventually the industry has to make a 
choice. I believe that proximity x-ray will survive as the only viable technology 
for future integrated circuit mass production.
At present, IBM has demonstrated working chips with 0.35 urn minimum 
feature sizes using x-ray proximity printing1473. IBM uses a cold storage ring to 
generate x-rays. The problem1481 for IBM to go to even smaller feature sizes is 
that the alignment accuracy of their available stepper is 50 nm, 3c>, at the best 
level and 150 nm, 3o at the worst level. This is marginal even for 0.35 pm 
feature sizes. IBM has engaged in a program to improve the overlay accuracy 
by modifying the alignment scheme3493. Their Suss alignment marks are "Tic- 
Tac-Toe" patterns both on the mask and on the wafer. The difficulty of this 
alignment scheme is to identify and locate the edges of the alignment mark 
because the wafer mark is covered with different materials in different levels. 
Some of the layers have grainy patterns which vastly increase the noise while 
other layers reduce the reflection intensity significantly, cutting down the signal 
level. Even more serious are effects caused by the resist. The resist flowing 
over the bar like alignment mark distorts the image. IBM has seriously 
considered removing the resist locally from the wafer mark to help the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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alignment1501 in spite of the cost, time and yield, of the additional processing. 
Performance levels suitable for 0.25 pm and below feature width DRAMs have 
not been demonstrated. There are no commercially available x-ray steppers for 
0.25 pm feature sizes because of this alignment difficulty.
The goal of this research is to find a viable alternative to the IBM 
approach in the alignment method and to demonstrate better performance with 
this technique.
1.2. Introduction to Alignment Technology
Ordinary IC manufacturing often requires more than twenty levels of 
processing steps in which at least half a dozen critical steps need precise overlay 
with the previous processing step. By definition "alignment is the process of 
positioning an alignment mark on one circuit level with a corresponding mark 
on another level"1511.
Usually, industry requires overlay accuracy to be one fifth of the critical 
dimension, i.e., the minimum feature size. Therefore, the alignment accuracy 
should be at least no more than one-fifth of the critical dimension. The 
alignment marks usually stay in the "streets", the space between the chips. 
There are many factors which contribute to the overlay errors, such as the in- 
p'lane mask and wafer distortion, the magnification errors and so on. However, 
one important factor is the alignment error. A good alignment scheme should
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
be robust. For instance, it should be insensitive to the profile of the material 
which covers the alignment marks, such as the metal layer, the resists etc.. In 
addition the alignment procedure must take relatively little time to perform.
For photolithography, the alignment task becomes tougher as the critical 
dimension shrinks. The strategy used in step and repeat cameras is either to 
align to the column, i.e. align both the reticle and the wafer to the lithographic 
lens, or align to the reticle through the lens(TTL). Aligning to the column 
means that the wafer and the reticle are separately aligned to the column. 
Therefore, the accuracy is calculated by the following equation:
o ^
o 2 = ( - J - )  + a  2 W
°  k m  w
where c r is the error in aligning the reticle, G w  is the error in aligning the wafer, 
and M is the reduction ratio of the system. Typically M is 4 or 5, and the error 
is dominated by the wafer error. But if M = 1 both alignments may contribute. 
In TTL alignment the reticle and the wafer are directly aligned. But the trade­
off is that by aligning through the lens a wavelength other than the imaging one 
has to be chosen for alignment to avoid wafer exposure while alignment is 
preformed. Thus a correction lens or other optics may be required to get good 
imaging for alignment.
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In a production line the time budgeted for performing alignment is often 
less than about one second for each exposure. Certainly it is done 
automatically. Today the time for wafer loading, stage motion, and alignment 
occupies two-thirds of the total exposure time for step-and-repeat cameras. 
Alignment time is minimized with global alignment. In this technique two sites 
spaced far apart on the wafer are aligned first. Precise stage motion usually 
controlled by an interferometer is used to locate the remaining fields. The 
modified global alignment method further improves the accuracy by increasing 
the number of the alignment sites and fitting a wafer distortion map to the 
measured coordinates. However, the number of sites is still less than the total 
number of fields required by site by site alignment.
As the critical dimension shrinks below 0.25 pm, the demand for overlay 
accuracy will become stronger.
If x-ray lithography is used for tenth micron minimum feature sizes, the 
alignment technology will be critical. Many alignment techniques have been 
-proposed for x-ray lithography. These include dual focus objective ienses[52], 
optical heterodyne alignment1531, Moire fringes1541,1553, double-diffraction 
scheme1561, and linear zone plate techniques1571. They all have problems with 
signal to noise ratio because of the noise induced by thin film processes, metal 
grain structure, and contamination1581. The uniformity of the illumination field 
may pose a problem, too, since many of these techniques have to average the
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information from the whole field. Optical heterodyne systems use coherent 
laser beams with slightly different frequencies as the light sources to shine on 
gratings both on the mask and on the substrate. These two gratings have the 
same period. These systems use the beat between the two beams of diffracted 
light from the gratings with the same period as the alignment signal. The Moire 
fringes technique uses the fact that two gratings with slightly different pitch 
placed together will generate a signal with a period proportional to the inverse 
of the difference of the pitches under the illumination. Therefore an amplifying 
effect occurs to assist in the alignment. Both these techniques have diminishing 
capture ranges when the alignment marks, the gratings, have smaller and smaller 
periods in order to get adequate alignment accuracy. The Moire fringes 
technique also has to deal with the possibility of a weak contrast. Besides, we 
have not seen any encouraging results to satisfy 0.25 pm design rules, not to 
mention 0.1 pm minimum feature sizes. The double-diffraction scheme uses 
checker-board-type alignment marks on both wafer and the substrate. The 
incident monochromatic laser light incident on the mask mark is diffracted. The 
wafer mark diffracts this light again to give the alignment signal. Silicon 
Valley Group Lithography(SVGL) has demonstrated the proof of principle1561. 
An advantage is that the alignment accuracy is not a function of the gap. But 
the capture range is very small, which complicates the coarse alignment. None 
of the these techniaues has been imDlemented on a production line.A
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A technique based on linear zone plates is also promising. This 
technique was first proposed in 1979[571. The alignment mark on the mask is a 
linear zone plate. It operates as a cylindrical lens to focus a laser beam into a 
line. The alignment mark on the wafer is a short grating or a "dotted line" with 
a period of 2 pm. Figure 1.2 shows the principle of the alignment scheme.
The parallel monochromatic light beam focused by the linear zone plate 
onto the dotted line is diffracted. The diffracted light is refocused by the linear 
zone plate into another parallel beam. This beam is detected with a photodiode 
to give the alignment signal. A galvanometer provides the scanning of the laser 
beam. The signal is fed into a lock-in amplifier to improve signal/noise ratio 
and to provide a useful signal on the scope for evaluation. When the focused 
light is scanned across the dotted line, the signal is maximized at alignment. 
Figure 1.3 gives an ideal alignment signal.
Recent work at the University of Wisconsin[59] has improved this 
alignment technique. Their wafer mark remains a dotted line of 2 pm width. 
However, Wisconsin uses two differently polarized beams focused by the linear 
zone plate sequentially on opposite sides of the dotted line. This is called the 
T w o - S t a t e  A l i g n m e n t  s y s t e m .  Figure 1.4 shows their alignment scheme. Figure
1.5 shows a typical alignment signal.
The diffracted light with different polarizations, i.e. from two different 
states, is subtracted to give the alignment signal. When the incident "beam is
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Fig. 1.2. Principle of the linear zone plate alignment scheme.
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Fig. 1.4. Principle of the two-state alignment method.
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exactly at the center of the wafer alignment mark, there are two equally strong 
diffracted beams. Wisconsin has reported[60] a reproducibility of 15 nm, 3o, and 
two levels have been printed with an overlay accuracy less than 30 nm, 3c.
We believe the Wisconsin alignment scheme has the following 
advantages: in-situ alignment(capable of aligning while doing exposure), good 
signal to noise ratio, and short alignment response time. The in-situ alignment 
is made possible by scanning the x-ray beam line(scanning the x-rays) instead 
of scanning the wafer. Therefore, the alignment signal may be monitored 
during the exposure.
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CHAPTER H. A NEW ZONE PLATE ALIGNMENT SCHEME
H .l. Introduction
Based on previous work, we propose a new alignment scheme for x-ray 
lithography(Figure II. 1 and Figure II.2).
As in the previous work, the alignment mark on the mask is a linear zone 
plate. But unlike the previous work, the wafer mark consists of two gratings 
next to each other, either a double pitch grating(the pitches are slightly different) 
or a phase shift grating(the pitches are the same). The boundary between the 
adjacent gratings is the alignment mark. Therefore, we have a sharper definition 
of the alignment mark.
The linear zone plate alignment technique uses diffraction to generate the 
alignment signal. It is prone to signal distortion due to the resist profile on top 
of the wafer alignment mark. Before an exposure, the wafers are coated with 
resist and other thin layers, such as polysilicon. Thus the wafer marks are 
buried underneath when the alignments are performed. If the optical path 
difference between the two halves of the period of the alignment mark happens 
to be a half integer of the laser wavelength, no diffraction would occur. Since 
lasers are now available with a range of wavelengths, we will be able to choose 
another wavelength to avoid this effect.
24
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Fig. II.2. The proposed alignment marks on the wafers: (a) A double pitch 
grating, (b) A phase shift grating.
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Because the alignment mark on the wafer is a boundary, its width is 
effectively equal to the variation in position of the edges of the patterns. This 
is very narrow. In addition, there is a significant topological advantage since 
the surrounding gratings smooth the resist and the thin layers of films flowing 
over it. Figure II.3 illustrates the effect compared to that of the single dotted 
line. Under some conditions a 0.3 pm shift in alignment position has been
r»n vvritVi ctrm tlp t*  m o r V c [61]
v u j i v u i a i v u  v v x t.l i o i i i i u u i  •
H.2. Alignment Principle and Sequence
A parallel beam illuminates the linear zone plate on the mask. The light 
is focused by this zone plate onto the wafer mark which is parallel to and one 
focal length away from the mask. When the light is focused on either side of 
the boundary, there is a maximum diffracted light signal from one or the other 
grating. The diffracted angle is given by:
■ r\ (% \p x s m x ) = m A
where p is the period of the grating, 0 is the diffracted angle, X  is the 
wavelength of the incident light, and m is an integer, indicating the order of the 
diffraction.
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Fig. II.3. (a) Resist flow over a "dotted line", (b) Resist flow over a double
pitch grating.
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The light from each grating is detected by a corresponding half of a split 
photodiode(Figure II.4). When the light is focused exactly at the boundary, 
each half of the split photodiode produces the same signal strength for the 
double pitch grating. For the phase shift grating at the boundary, there is a 
sharp drop in the odd order diffracted light signal strength because the 180 
degree phase shift causes the diffracted light coming from the two sides to 
interfere destructively. Furthermore, the tra n s it io n  from zero light to full 
strength is faster than the normal opaque edge light transition.
Since the exposure tool at the Center for Advanced Microstructure and 
Devices(CAMD), LSU, is capable of changing the gap from 50 pm to 5 pm 
without sideways motions, the gap we choose to perform alignment can be 
relatively large to avoid setting a small gap. After the alignment the gap may 
be narrowed for the exposure.
As the alignment mark is the boundary between two gratings, the width 
of the gratings can be very large to help the coarse alignment, i.e., we have a 
large capture range. This is an advantage compared to most of the previous 
diffraction systems. On the other hand, the period of the gratings is irrelevant 
as long as it provides a strong diffracted light in one of the multiple orders of 
diffraction and relative ease for system design. In practice, we choose the 
Littrow angle to make the system more compact.
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Fig. II.4. Side view of our experimental setup.
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Instead of using piezo-driven fine motion to move the wafer relative to 
mask, an angular scan of the laser beam is used to provide a virtual relative 
motion between the mask and wafer. We also use a split photodiode to measure 
part of the scanning laser beam that is deflected into the photodiode with a 
pellicle and use the signal from this photodiode as the reference to the 
alignment signal. In both ways we have achieved fine motion control while 
avoiding physically moving the mask and wafer when taking experimental data. 
By decoupling the relative physical motion between the mask and wafer we are 
able to test and optimize the performance of the detection system.
For the double pitch grating mark we expect the alignment signal on the 
scope to be a bipolar signal(Figure II.5) while the alignment signal for the 
phase shift mark should be a dip(Figure II.6). The full width at half 
maximum(FWHM) of that dip should be less than the diffraction limited image 
of the scanning laser line because of the destructive interference.
II.3. Gap Setting Method
Various gap setting methods have been used. For example, Flanders at 
MIT measured interference fringes formed by light reflected from the mask and 
wafer surfaces, SVGL is currently using an air gauge array to map the wafer 
surface, and the Wisconsin group is using capacitance gauges. The Wisconsin 
workers insert three holes on the mask to fit the capacitor. We use a simple
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method(Figure II.7) to set the gap and to disturb the system as little as possible. 
We first focus a microscope objective lens on an artifact in a clear square on 
the mask. Then, we refocus to image the back of the artifact in the mirror 
surface of the wafer and record the relative displacement. The gap is half the 
distance of the microscope motion.
The accuracy of this method is limited by the depth of the focus of the 
microscope objective lens and the resolution of the displacement recording 
mechanism. But dividing the distance by a factor of two also divides the error 
by a factor of two. Consequently, the accuracy is improved.
IL4. Calibration for Repeatability Measurements
We use a scanning galvanometer to scan the laser beam. The basic 
electronics of the scanning galvanometer consists of two coils, each having a 
pair of wires to be connected to a power supply. We connect one coil to the 
secondary of a transformer with the primary connected directly to a 115 volts, 
60 Hz supply and the other coil to a DC supply(Figure H.8). Thus the 
alignment signals would ride on the background noise. In this way the 
alignment signals avoid a major source of noise.
Thus the AC power supply drives the mirror mounted on the 
galvanometer to scan the laser beam(Figure II.9) on the wafer. The imaging 
lens focuses the laser spot on the galvanometer mirror to the linear zone plate
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Fig. H.7. (a) Microscope focused on the mask, (b) Microscope focused on the
image of the mask mark.
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Fig. II.8. The basic electronics of the galvanometer. In this experiment one 
coil is connected to an AC source to scan the mirror while the other coil is 
connected to a DC source to deflect the center of the scan.
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Fig. II.9. The laser scanning range on the wafer, r|, is determined by the laser 
scanning range on the imaging lens, r.
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on the mask. Within the focus the zone plate sees a parallel incident beam. 
When the galvanometer scans, the focused laser line on the wafer by the zone 
plate also scans the wafer alignment mark. This is equivalent to providing a 
relative physical motion between the mask and wafer.
From Figure II. 9 above we can see that the laser scanning range on the 
wafer, q, is found by measuring the galvanometer scanning range, r, on the
imacrina lens; o O —--*
By applying Equation (6) we can calculate the widths of the peak to peak 
transition of the bipolar alignment signals with a double pitch grating mark and 
the full width at half maximum with a phase shift grating mark.
By changing the voltage of the DC power supply we can deflect the 
center of the scanning laser beam. Since we have known the full scanning 
range from Equation (6), we can calibrate the DC offset voltage against the 
virtual relative motion between the mask and wafer. We reduce the scanning 
range and at the same time turn the scope to smaller time scales to look at the 
details of the signal. In this way we perform our first reproducibility test.
In an another arrangement an additional split photodiode is used to 
measure the beam position with its output as the reference to the alignment
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signal(Figure 11.10). The split photodiode can be moved with a micrometer, 
MM1. An optical flat is inserted into the optical path to deflect the laser beam 
going into the split photodiode. This is equivalent to providing a DC offset to 
the scanning galvanometer. The optical flat sits on a two-inch-diameter 
rotational base. The edge of the base is held against a micrometer, MM2, to 
provide a fine rotation. The split photodiode is controlled with another 
micrometer, MM1. MM2 is calibrated against MM1. It is found that one 
division of MM1 is equal to 62 divisions of MM2.
Since a lateral motion of the split photodiode, Ad, is equivalent to an 
angular motion of the laser beam, it is, therefore, correspond to a virtual relative 
motion between the mask and wafer, An. From Figure 11.10 this lateral motion 
is subsequently calibrated in terms of the photodiode’s output which feeds into 
the scope:
(7)
62 L s 1
where all the parameters in the equation above are defined in Figure 11.10.
A simple calibration can be done by turning MM2 a known number of 
divisions to see on the scope screen how much the alignment signal moves in 
terms of virtual relative motion between mask and wafer.
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Fig. 11.10. By measuring the laser beam position the fine motion of the 
focused laser line on the wafer is calibrated against MM2.
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In both cases, a fine calibration of the virtual relative motion between 
mask and wafer at the Angstrom level is achieved.
n.5. Data Analysis Theory
We fit the test results to a Gausian distribution. Therefore, the average 
of the set of the data points measured was:
where a is the average, and n is the total number of data points. The standard 
deviation, a , is calculated using:
n
(8)
n
n
(9)
99.8% of the data should be within 3a.
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H.6. Research Procedures
A wafer chucking system is constructed to set the gap and parallelism 
between the mask and the wafer. A mesa-like mask with an IBM format mask 
ring is used to host the mask alignment marks. A coarse alignment mark is 
designed to bring the fine mask alignment mark, a linear zone plate, to within 
the capture range of the fine wafer alignment mark, the gratings, and to set the 
mask and wafer alignment marks parallel to each other. The gap is measured 
with a microscope objective lens. In-plane relative motion is also provided to 
position the mask relative to wafer, in x, y, and 0.
Two linear zone plates with different focal lengths, 50 pm and 400 pm, 
are designed and patterned on an aluminized mylar thin film membrane. The 
wafer mark is either a double pitch grating or a phase shift grating. The two 
gratings are adjacent to each other with the boundary between them defined as 
the alignment mark. For double pitch grating the periods are 4 pm on one 
grating and 3.8 pm on the other. For the phase shift grating the periods are the 
same on both sides, 2 pm, but the two gratings are shifted 180 degree in phase. 
These marks are patterned in resist on bare silicon wafers.
The optics and electronics are set up to focus the laser beam on the linear 
zone plate, to collect the diffracted light, and to give an electrical alignment 
signal. The laser beam is scanned with a galvanometer and the beam position 
is measured to take out the laser drift effect in the signal. A collection lens is
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used to get as much diffracted light as possible. First, as a preliminary test, an 
optical system and corresponding signal processing electronics of the alignment 
system is built with a 400 pm gap between mask and wafer using a double pitch 
grating alignment mark. Second, the optical part of the system is modified to 
test the alignment scheme with a 50 pm gap using both the double pitch grating 
mark and phase shift grating alignment mark to complete the demonstration of 
this scheme.
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CHAPTER IH. EXPERIMENTS
111.1. General Experimental Setup and Procedures
111.1.1. Mask Structure and Wafer Chucking
Figure III.l shows a side view of the mechanical structure of the mask. 
The top IBM format mask ring is glued to a four inch metal disk which has a 
three-quarter inch hole in its center. The metal ring is pushed and dragged with 
three micrometers to enable the motion of the mask in X, Y and 0 directions. 
Figure III.2 shows a top view of this structure. Two micrometers, M l and M2, 
provide the X and Y motion control while a third one, M3, constrains the mask 
with the help of a chain tangential to the mask ring. A groove formed with 
putty epoxy on the mask ring confines the chain. The chain is connected at the 
other end to a spring attached to the wall. When the third micrometer is turned, 
the chain drags the mask to rotate with a friction force to provide a 0 motion. 
The bottom small washer attached to the metal disk hosts the mask pattern with 
an aluminized mylar film as the mask membrane. The mesa-like structure 
makes the gap setting much easier since a smaller area tolerates a greater angle 
between the mask plane and the wafer plane while still keeping the mask and 
wafer from touching at a very small gap. The mylar film glued to the bottom 
of the washer with an optical flat glass as the reference is flat to ± 1 pm.
44
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Fig. n l.l .  A side view of the mask structure.
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Fig. ill.2. A top view of the mask structure design.
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Figure III.3 shows the cross section of the wafer chucking system. At 
the center of the pin chuck, there is a hole so that a vacuum pump may pull the 
wafer down on the chuck. The multiple pin-tops hold the wafer flat and also 
provide smooth contact with the wafer. The bottom of the pin chuck 
kinematically sits on three symmetrically placed differential micrometers. The 
resolution of the differential micrometers is 1 pm. Moving any one of the 
micrometers 1 pm will change the gap by about 0.33 pm. Thus we have a 
mechanism to set the gap and gap parallelism.
III.1.2. Gap Setting
We also have to choose a microscope to detect the gap. The N.A. of the 
microscope objective lens we use is 0.25. Thus, the D.O.F. is ±4 pm. This is 
adequate for the 400 pm gap since the D.O.F. of the zone plate was about ±12 
pm with its N.A. of 0.16. But for 50 pm gap we have a problem since the 
D.O.F. of the linear zone plate was ±3.3 pm with its N.A. of 0.31 while the 
mechanisms we adopt to refocus the microscope and to read the gap have a 
resolution of about 5 pm. We replace the lens with one that has an N.A. of 
0.55. In this case, when we set the gap we have to use our alignment signal 
detection system to look for a maximum diffracted signal to make sure we have 
the correct gap. As already pointed out, we have a mechanism to change the 
gap with a minimum step of 0.33 pm. We set the mask and wafer parallelism
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at an arbitrary gap. This gap is usually very large to ensure the mask does not 
touch the wafer surface. Then we adjust the three differential micrometers the 
same amount to approach the right gap. Finally we check the gap again with 
the microscope objective lens. The gap adjustment is done in a way to avoid 
a large angle between the mask and wafer which might result in touching of the 
edge of the mask to the wafer. More often than not, we have to perform this 
procedure a few times to get satisfactory results because the microscope 
objective lens has a drift when we refocus it. This is caused by a drift of the 
mechanical structure that moves the microscope objective lens.
HI.1.3. Mask and Wafer Test Patterns Design
Figure III.4 shows the mask pattern layout. The four clear square holes 
are the coarse alignment marks. These marks are also used to set the gap. 
Patterns MA and MB are the linear zone plates of which one has a focal length 
of 50 pm while the other has a focal length of 400 pm. The following formula 
gives the linear zone plate designing rule:
\!
(10)
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where Rj is the boundary of the ith zone, A is the wavelength, and f  is the zone 
plate focal length. Figure III.5 illustrates the details of pattern MA and pattern 
MB. Alternate zones are opaque. The wavelength is 0.6328 pm. The 
corresponding formulas for patterns MA and MB are the following:
For MA:
^=V'31.64i+0.1i2 (11)
For MB:
1 ^ 2 5 3 .1 2 * +0.1i2 (12)
Table 1. gives the data for pattern MA and pattern MB according to the 
above formulas. These mask patterns are all etched on aluminized mylar films 
at LSU.
Figure III.6 shows the wafer layout. Again the four squares are the 
coarse alignment marks relative to the ones on the mask. Patterns WA and WB 
are the fine wafer alignment marks. These alignment marks are all gratings.
The coarse alignment marks set the fine marks within the capture range 
so that the fine motion control can definitely reach the fine alignment marks. 
These wafer patterns WA and WB were shown previously in Figure II.2. They 
are all in resist coated on silicon wafers.
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Total Length = 1 mm
Fig. ffl.5. A linear zone plate pattern layout.
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Table 1. Linear zone plates design data( pm ).
MA MB
R.
R2
r 3
r 4
r 5
r 6
r 7
r 8
r 9
R io
R..
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
5.63
7.98
9.79
11.32
12.68
13.91
15.05
16.11
17.11
18.07
15.91
22.51 
27.57
31.84 
35.61 
39.02 
42.15 
45.07
47.81 
50.41 
52.88 
55.24
57.51 
59.69 
61.80
63.84
65.82 
67.74
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The mask blanks are designed and built at the Electrical and Computer 
Engineering Department, LSU. The substrates are made of mylar films with 2 
um thickness. Mylar films are transparent and relatively stable under stress. 
A mylar film is stretched over an optical flat. A vacuum pump is used to keep 
the film in close contact to the surface of the optical flat. Then a few washers 
are glued onto the film with the vacuum on to ensure optical flatness of the 
mylar film membrane.
The mask and wafer patterns are all patterned by electron beam 
lithography in the Naval Research Laboratory. After we have received the 
masks and the wafers with all the patterns on them, we check the focusing 
quality of the linear zone plates and the periods of the wafer alignment marks. 
Figure 111.7 shows microscope photos of the focus line of a linear zone plate 
and the zone plate itself. The laser line width here is about 2 pm which is 
equal to width of the outside zone, as expected.
III.1.4. Signal Detection aim Processing System Design
We need to estimate the signal strength of a typical alignment signal. 
We made the following theoretical estimation and experimental study: (1 ) the 
laser power was 0.5 mW; (2) the linear zone plate efficiency was 10% at its 
maximum; (3 ) the grating diffraction efficiency was 5% at maximum; ( 4 )  the 
strength would be cut down by roughly three times since the laser spot imaged
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Fig. III.7. (a) This shows a photo of a linear zone plate, (b) This shows the 
focused laser line by the linear zone piate.
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on the linear zone plate would be larger than the linear zone plate; and (5) the 
various optical elements would further cut down the strength by approximately 
half. Therefore, the power of the alignment signal is:
0.5 mW x 10% x 5% x 1/3 x 1/2 = 400 nW.
In the previous w o rk ^  the linear zone plate efficiency is counted twice 
since it would collimate the diffracted light from the grating into a parallel 
beam. But in our work we choose to collect all the diffracted light. Our setup 
is only subject to the linear zone plate efficiency once.
Based on the estimation above and the fact that the alignment signal 
would have two diffracted beams separated with a narrow spacing which is 
decided by the difference of the grating periods, we choose a split photodiode 
with a typical responsivity ( Amp/Watt) of 0.35. We use it as a matched pair 
since the twin diodes were almost identical. We operate it in the photovoltaic 
mode in which no external bias is applied across the diode. Thus there is no 
dark current. If the rise time of the electronics is on the order of millisecond, 
the number of photons arrived within the rise time would be on the order of 109. 
The shot noise was negligible. Therefore, the only source of noise is thermal 
noise. The total active area of the split photodiode is 0.105" x 0.105" with a 
center line separating the twin diodes.
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The electronic signal generated by the photodiode is in the range of 150 
nA. The electronics are shown in Figure III.8. We use a single Radio Shack 
dual operational amplifier1623. First the currents generated by the split 
photodiode is converted into voltages by the op-amp. Next they are subtracted 
and amplified for about 100 times to give the alignment signal on a scope. The 
potentiometer here is used to adjust the zero level.
We test the linearity and rise time of the circuit(Figure III.9). We put 
two polarizers after the laser unit to change the intensity of the laser beam that 
would go directly into the split photodiode. The theory is that when polarized 
light passes through a polarizer its intensity after the polarizer will follow the 
law of Malus[631:
I=IQcos20 (I3)
Here I0 is the intensity before the polarizer, I is the intensity after the polarizer, 
and 0 is the angle between the light’s plane of transmission and that of the 
polarizer. By putting two polarizers in front of the laser we can keep the 
polarization direction of the light that goes into the split photodiode fixed while 
turning the other polarizer to vary the intensity continuously. We also put an 
absorbing filter after the polarizers to provide a mechanism to reduce the 
intensity by a factor of two.
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Fig. III.8. The complete electronics of our alignment system.
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We use a powermeter rather than the angle measurements and subsequent 
calculation with the law of Malus (in this setup the power is proportional to 
cos40) to measure the power of the light that went into the split photodiode. 
Figure III. 10 shows the experimental result. We can see that the linearity here 
is excellent.
We also measure the rise time of the circuit with a beam chopper to 
provide a modulation of the beam going into the photodiode. The rise time is 
1.5 ms. Thus, if we keep the scanning galvanometer frequency below 200 Hz, 
we would get very good response from the circuit. This also implies that the 
electronics would consume very little of the time allocated for the alignment 
procedure. This works to our advantage.
The split photodiode is directly mounted on the electronics box so as to 
avoid power line pick-up. The signal on the scope is in the range of a few 
volts.
HI.1.5. W orking Environment
In the absence of an environmental chamber, most of our experiments are 
done in the early morning from lam to 3am to ensure minimum floor vibration 
and a constant temperature. The optical bench is floated on a few bicycle inner 
tubes.
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Fig. ID. 10. Linearity test result.
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III.2. Experiments with a 400 pm Gap 
IIX.2.1. Initial Experimental Setup
Figure III.l 1 shows the initial experimental setup. A galvanometer scans 
the laser beam. The laser spot on the mirror mounted on the galvanometer is 
focused by an imaging lens onto the linear zone plate on the mask. The focal 
length of the imaging lens is 20 cm. It is used at one to one imaging. The 
linear zone plate focuses the laser beam into a line on the alignment mark on 
the wafer. The wafer mark, the double pitch grating, diffracts the incident light 
into multiple orders.
It is found that third-order diffracted light has relatively strong intensity. 
The third-order diffracted light is collected to give an alignment signal. We use 
a collection lens, with its N.A. equal to 0.5, at one to one imaging. The large 
numerical aperture is used here to collect as much diffracted light as possible. 
However the photodiode is not positioned at its conjugate point since the 
diffracted light from different grating on the wafer should go to separate 
channels of the split photodiode. In order to focus the diffracted light in the 
other direction a cylindrical lens is placed one focal length away from the split 
photodiode to narrow the diffracted light.
Although the first order diffraction light has the strongest intensity, it is 
too close to the zero-order light and the scattered light from the mask surface 
to give a large signal to noise ratio.
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Fig. III.l 1. Optical setup of the alignment system with 400 pm gap.
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As the focused laser line scans across the boundary between the two 
gratings, the diffracted light coming from the two different gratings are in the 
same level of signal strength. The matched pair of photodiodes(dual channels) 
detect the light and convert it into an electronic signal.
lil.2.2. Preliminary Results with a 400 pm Gap
The N.A. of our linear zone plate with a 400 pm focal length is 0.16. 
Therefore, its resolution is 2.0 pm, assuming k, = 0.5. Figure 11.2(a) shows the 
double pitch grating. The full width of the wafer mark is 6 pm. We observe 
that the diffracted light is a line before entering the collection lens. Figure III. 12 
shows a photo of the alignment signal on the scope. It is third-order diffracted 
light from a double pitch grating. The peak to peak value is 4 volts. The 
transition is 3 pm. The top and the bottom curves show each of the two 
channels of the photodiode. This would be observed by a single photodiode, 
viewing one grating. The curve in the middle shows the result with a full scan 
range.i.e, the subtraction of the two halves. There is only a few millivolts of 
noise.
We perform a repeatability test using the circuit shown in Figure II.8. to 
drive the galvanometer. As stated before the DC offset provides a shift in an 
alignment signal. We calibrate the shift against the DC offset voltage and found 
out that each micron corresponded to 14.567 volts.
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Fig. III. 12. Signal obtained with the 0.16 N.A. zone plate and the double 
pitch grating. The center trace shows the zero crossing obtained in normal 
operation; in the top and bottom traces the light in one channel has been
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Over five hundred data points are taken. This is done by changing the 
DC offset to move the alignment signal on the scope and bringing it back to its 
original position by changing the DC offset voltage again. The DC offset 
voltage is read out to give the data. A digital meter[64] is used to read the 
voltage.
Ideally each run should yield the same DC offset voltage. A practical 
system always has limited precision. Figure III. 13 shows the reproducibility test 
result. We can see that 3o is less than 2 nm.
Later we observe that the laser unit has 10 pradian drift. This amounts 
to 4 nm drift on the alignment signal. We solve this problem by measuring the 
laser drift(Figure III. 14). A pellicle is used to reflect part of the laser beam, 
about 8%, into a split photodiode. The signal from the split photodiode is used 
as the reference to the alignment signal. Therefore, the alignment signal would 
ride on the laser drift. The details of the optical flat and the split photodiode 
setup are shown in Figure 11.10. It is found by applying equation (7) that one 
division of MM2 is equivalent to 2.5 A of relative motion between the mask 
and the wafer.
A repeatability test is done by changing the setting of micrometer, MM2, 
to deflect the alignment signal on the scope and changing the setting of MM2 
again to bring back the alignment signal to its original position. The
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Fig. 111.13. The repeatability test result with an N.A. of the linear zone plate 
equal to 0.16 shows less than 2 nm, 3a.
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Fig. III. 14. The modified experimental setup with the laser position 
measurement mechanism.
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MM2 setting is read out to yield the data. Figure 111.15 shows the repeatability 
test result, 2 nm, 3a. This is approximately the same as before.
An abrupt step is found during the measurement. This is equivalent to 
about 50 divisions of MM2, which is 12.5 nm change in the alignment position. 
After five seconds the system become stable again. We believe that this is 
caused by temperature drift, i.e., the expansion of the mechanical parts caused 
by the temperature change gradually builds up until it reached a point where the 
mechanical constrain can not sustain it. The step is removed from the 
repeatability test data.
III.3. Experiments with a 50 pm Gap
III.3.1. Experimental Setup
The width of the 50 pm focal length zone plate is less than that of the 
400 pm focal length zone plate. We use a new imaging lens with a focal length 
of 15 cm to achieve three to one imaging(Figure III. 16) and to use the zone 
plate more efficiently. The same wafer alignment mark, the double pitch 
grating(Figure II.2), is used again. Similarly, a strong third-order diffracted 
light is observed. It should be noted that it is critical to position the mask 
alignment mark in the focus of the imaging lens to ensure that the focused spot 
on the mask is stationary. Otherwise, the noise from the zero order light would 
be close to the level of the alignment signal.
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big. Hi. 15. The repeatability test with the laser position measurement 
mechanism shows a results of 2 nm(20 A), 3a.
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Fig. III. 16. The experimental setup for 50 pm gap measurements.
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III.3.2. Experimental Results
The 50 pm focal length zone plate has a N.A. of 0.31 and a resolution 
of 1 pm. The alignment signal observe(Figure III. 17) differed from the previous 
case. It has a flat top. It is found that the transition is about 1 pm. The peak 
to peak signal strength is about 1 volt. The noise is on the order of a few 
millivolts.
A repeatability test is performed using the same method as in the 400 pm 
experiment with a laser position measurement mechanism. It is found by 
applying equation (7) that in this experimental setup one division of the 
micrometer corresponded to 0.51 A. Figure III. 18 shows that 3a is 9.5 A.
III.4. Experiments with a Phase Shift Grating Wafer Mark
IH.4.1. Experimental Setup
The same experimental setup as in the work with the double pitch 
gratings at a 50 pm gap is used here with the phase shift grating alignment 
mark(Figure III. lb). Figure 11.2(b) shows the phase shift grating. The period 
is 2 pm on both sides.
First the mask is removed to have the laser beam directly focused on the 
wafer mark without the linear zone plate. It is observed that in every odd order 
of the diffracted light there is a dark line in the center. This is expected. When 
the light intensity at both sides of the boundary of the gratings is equal, there
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Position (fim )
Fig. 111.17. An experimental alignment signal with the N.A. of linear a zone 
plate equal to 0.31. The transition from one grating to the other is 1 pm.
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Fig. HI. 18. The repeatability test with the N.A. of the zone plate to be 0.31
shows a result of 9.5 A, 3a.
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will be equally strong odd order diffracted light from each grating with a 180° 
phase shift between them. These two factors interfere destructively to give a 
dark line.
Next the mask with the linear zone plate is used in the experiment. 
Since the phase shift grating has a smaller period than before, the first order 
diffracted light is picked for its stronger signal intensity and satisfactory 
diffraction angle.
The same electronics is used here as in the double-pitch gratings mark. 
However, because the gratings on both sides of the boundary has the same 
period, the diffracted light would always go to one direction. Only a single 
channel of the photodiode is used to receive the diffracted light while the other 
channel is used to receive the background noise. The alignment signal is the 
difference between these two signals. In this way the influence of the 
background noise is minimized.
Unlike the previous work, one channel of the split photodiode used to 
measure the laser beam position is shortened. The repeatability iest with this 
wafer mark is done by looking at the bottom of the alignment signal on the 
scope. The scanning range is reduced so that only part of the "dip" is shown. 
The disturbance provided by turning the micrometer MM2 would tilt the 
alignment signal. This is essentially similar to the two-state alignment 
m ethod^.
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III.4.2. Experimental Results
Figure III. 19 shows a typical alignment signal with a phase shift grating 
wafer mark. The peak to peak signal is about 0.8 volt. As the same linear zone 
plate with 0.31 N.A. is used here as previously, the width of the laser line was 
1 pm. It should be noticed that the FWHM(Full Width at Half Maximum) of 
the dip is only about 0.6 pm. This is smaller than the laser line width. The 
noise is a few millivolts.
Figure 111.20 shows the repeatability results. Two hundred data points 
are taken. It is found that 3a is less than 7 A.
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Fig. 111.19. An experimental alignment signal with a phase shift grating mark. 
The N.A. of the zone plate is 0.31. The FWHM is about 0.6 pm.
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CHAPTER IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
IV .l. Discussions
An ideal alignment system should have high accuracy, robustness, i.e., 
high signal strength and the ability to work at all levels of processing, and 
insensitivity to resist flow. In the case of diffractive alignment a large capture 
range is also desirable, but rarely achieved.
Our wafer ahgnment marks are designed in a way that will minimize the 
resist disturbance because the topography is similar and fine pitched on both 
sides of the boundary between the gratings. It is well known that the step 
height in resist decreases with decreasing feature size and is less for complex 
patterns such as gratings than for isolated features1651. Previous work[66] on 
gratings has shown that the resist surface becomes flatter as the gratings period 
decreases. Recently, smooth resist flow has been reported over a checkerboard 
alignment mark[67]. These results suggest that the resist will flow smoothly over 
the boundary between the gratings, especially if they have a small period. The 
resist would then behave as an optical flat, and would not degrade the shape or 
position of the alignment mark. A high precision combined with a minimum 
resist disturbance implies that this system will have a high accuracy.
We use a galvanometer to scan the laser beam rather than to physically 
move the mask relative to wafer. We also take out the laser drift effect.
o now
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Therefore, we are able to test only the optical performance of the alignment 
scheme. Our results implies that the influence of our optics is negligible.
We observe a strong influence of the scattered light on the alignment 
signals from the mask and wafer surfaces. The scattered light distorts the 
alignment signal and increases the noise level. This effect is very obvious when 
the laser spot on the mask alignment mark is out of focus and the spot size is 
larger. A higher order of diffracted light at a greater angle reduces the noise 
level. The implementation of this scheme in an exposure tool will have to take 
this effect into consideration.
Generally speaking, diffractive systems have a strong contrast since only 
diffracted light is collected. However, diffractive systems tend to have a weak 
alignment signal because of the finite diffraction efficiency.
In the previous work[591 only the diffracted light refocused by the zone 
plate is collected to give an alignment signal. We choose to collect as much 
light in the third-order as we can with the collection lens since within the third- 
order light there are at least 90% not refocused by the zone plate. This 
increases the signal strength.
We have demonstrated large signal to noise ratio only on one level. A 
severe test of robustness should be done with a level that has grainy patterns, 
such as an aluminum level. Because the grain size at the aluminum level is 
often bigger than the wavelength of the light, the grains will also diffract the
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alignment signal. This will add to the noise and decrease the alignment signal 
intensity. Thus, a strong signal to begin with will help ease the problem.
A stepper design requires a closed loop for alignment. In a typical 
alignment process a signal is generated with the optics and electronics. This 
signal is analyzed by a computer. The computer compares this signal with a 
stored one to direct the precision stage to move closer to the desired position. 
In this regard we believe that the double pitch grating wafer mark is easy to be 
implemented. The signal from a double pitch grating mark is polarized. 
Therefore, as soon as the mask mark is within the capture range, from the 
alignment signal the computer determines on which side of the grating the 
focused line is focused.
Finally the Littrow angle should be used to save space when this system 
is integrated into an exposure tool.
Of course, a true test of accuracy has to be done with a double-exposure 
method, i.e., wafers have to be printed to show the accuracy. The basic idea of 
double-exposure is to have both the mask alignment mark and wafer alignment 
mark on the same mask and separated by a small distance. The first level will 
transfer the wafer alignment mark on to a wafer. The second level will use the 
same mask with the alignment performed with the wafer alignment mark 
transferred to it from the last print. This method minimizes the influence of 
distortions in the mask.
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In a practical exposure tool using our alignment system, a coarse 
alignment system must be used to capture the fine alignment marks. Since our 
scheme has a large capture range, the coarse alignment accuracy can be very 
large, for example, 6 pm. This is, therefore, relatively easy to implement. Next 
a computer control system is used to close the feedback loop. The fine 
alignment mark can be either a double pitch grating or a phase shift grating.
For the sake of explaining the alignment procedures, consider the double 
pitch grating mark. First coarse alignment will be performed to capture the fine 
alignment marks. Next fine alignment with scanning will be used to give an 
optical signal which is subsequently processed by the electronics. The output 
of the electronics give a signal similar to a bipolar signal previously obtained 
on a bench-top setup. This signal is then analyzed by the control system so that 
the computer can issue an command to move the wafer relative to the mask. 
After the fine motion is done, a new alignment signal will be obtained and 
analyzed again in order to issue a new command to control the fine motion. 
Several iterations will be performed to obtain the final alignment. The whole 
process must take no more than one second to ensure a sufficient throughput. 
In addition every computer has limited memory space. These two factors may 
combine to limit the accuracy of the alignment results. Nevertheless, our 
research has proved the principle of this technique.
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The implementation of this scheme onto the Anorad exposure tool is 
underway. We have designed the optics using the above guidelines. Figure
IV. 1 shows a side view of the proposed system while Figure IV.2 shows a top 
view. A He-Ne laser with a 0.6328 pm wavelength is used. The optics is a 
three to one imaging system. The focal length of the spherical lens is 45 mm. 
The cylindrical lens in this setup has a focal length of 91 mm. The input laser 
light and the diffracted light are near the Littrow angle. The electronics is the 
same as in the bench-top test. A galvanometer is used to scan the beam. 
Figure IV.3 shows a photo of the part of the system on the CAMD exposure 
tool.
We plan first to do a repeatability test with a double pitch grating wafer 
mark. Second we will perform a double exposure to demonstrate the accuracy 
of this alignment system. At present the stepper stage has no fine motion 
control. But it can set the gap and parallelism. It can also scan the wafer and 
mask vertically for an x-ray exposure. The coarse motion control has a precision 
of ±80 nm. The exposure tool may rotate the wafer with sub-miiliradian 
precision. This is adequate for coarse alignment. We designed a special mask 
insert with a one dimensional fine motion capability (Figure IV. 4). The PZT 
element is controlled by a high voltage power supply. The PZT element pushes 
the metal cylinder that hosts a washer with a mask pattern on it. We plan to 
use this mask insert to do repeatability tests and double exposures.
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Fig. IV. 1. A side view of the proposed alignment system implemented on the 
CAMD exposure tool. The laser beam is incident near Littrow angle.
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Fig. IV.2. A top view of the proposed system shows that the cylindrical lens 
is needed to focus all the diffracted light into the diode.
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Fig. IV.3 A photo of the implementation of the proposed alignment system
on the Anorad exposure tool.
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Fig. IY.4. Mask insert with a one dimensional fine motion control. The PZT 
element pushes the metal cylinder.
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We have designed a mask pattern for these experiments(Figure IV.5). 
The pattern MAM is a linear zone plate with its focal length equal to 50 pm. 
Patterns WA and WB are double pitch gratings(Figure FV.6). Patterns LZPM, 
VPMA, and VMPB are used for metrology.
After the second exposure, a typical box in box pattern, a pair of linear 
zone plates shifted 2 pm, and a pair of vernier pattems(Figure IV.7) will be 
formed. They will be used to measure the accuracy of the alignment.
IV.2. Conclusions
A viable alignment scheme for proximity x-ray lithography has been 
proposed with a linear zone plate as the mask mark and either a double pitch 
grating or a phase shift grating as the wafer mark.
A complete optics and electronics are designed and built to test this 
alignment scheme.
We have demonstrated a capture range larger than 6 pm with a double 
pitch grating wafer mark and a better repeatability result with a phase shift 
grating wafer mark, 7 A, 3a. This is better than the result with any other 
alignment system as far as we know.
The research plan to demonstrate a proof of principle of this alignment 
scheme has been carried out successfully.
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Fig. IY.5. Mask pattern layout for double exposure printing.
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Fig. IV.6. Wafer alignment patterns for alignment before second exposure.
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Fig. iV.7. The metrology patterns after the second exposure; (a) box in box, 
(b) two identical linear zone plates with a 2 pm shift, (c) vernier pattern.
s
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